
 

Hello Man is a 2019 Indian Hindi-language thriller film directed by Kiran Rupesh Paul and produced by John Abraham, who
also stars as the lead role. It tells the story of a man who is followed and tortured by an unknown enemy for no apparent reason,
as he tries to decode the identity of his tormentor. The cast includes Disha Patani, Adil Hussain, Sylvester Williams, Ankur
Vikal and Deepti Naval. 

The film opens with Sameer (John Abraham), walking on a street somewhere in London and stops at a tea joint for some
refreshment. A man wearing a mask approaches him and gives him a note which reads: "Hello Man". The same morning,
Sameer receives another note from the person who has been threatening him via the letters. Sameer is shown driving his car on a
road and his car breaks down. He tries to push it with his hand and the scene cuts to the scene of Sameer breaking into a
mansion occupied by Dr. Shatrughna (Amit Sadh) and two other men. And as soon as Sameer enters the house, the man wearing
the mask attacks him, leaving him unconscious. The next day, Sameer attends his office meeting with his boss Dr. Shatrughna
where he is informed that he's getting transferred to Bombay. He goes to meet his girlfriend Naina (Disha Patani) and informs
her about the transfer. She breaks up with him saying that she does not want to be with him anymore because of his
unpredictable nature. Sameer calls up one of his friends named Sanjay (Ankur Vakal) and informs him about the breakup.
Later, Sameer invites Naina for their last dinner together in London and takes her to a restaurant. During the dinner, Sameer
gets another note from The Masked Man saying "I know you". Sameer gets furious and leaves Naina at the restaurant. He then
tells Sanjay his plan to get away from London by getting transferred to Bombay via the Police. Sameer reaches the Mumbai
police station and meets Inspector (Sylvester Williams) who congratulates Sameer for getting himself transferred to Mumbai.
Meanwhile, Sanjay comes to Sameer's office and tells him about his investigation on his mysterious friend who had contacted
Sameer using an anonymous WhatsApp account. And while they talk, Inspector comes in and informs them that the mysterious
person (Aakash Pillai) had called up Sameer's phone while he was at the police station for some task. Sameer calls up his ex-
girlfriend and asks her if she knows about Aakash. She tells him that he is one of the culprits who had tried to kill her and
Sameer. Sameer suspects Naina as the mastermind to have sent him a threatening note via Aakash. After a lot of follow-up,
Sameer finds out that Naina's father is none other than Dr. Shatrughna, a criminal wanted by Interpol for his crimes including
drug smuggling, illegal meditations and illegal organ trade.
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